Introduction
Let a.(n) be a multiplicative arithmetic function. H. Delange [1] has proved that if |a(»)[ 52 1 for all n and for a certain constant p, 2»sx K (£) ~p#/loga; asx-+ao, where if p = 1 then^(l-tftct.{p))lp -+ °o, then 2»s»! a ( w ) = °( z ) a s x "*" °°-H e applied this result to several problems such as uniform distribution (mod 1) of certain types of sequences.
The present author found that the error term in Delange's main lemma can be improved from o(x) to 0(a/log a:). Delange suggested that we find a O-theorem analogous to his o-theorem above. This paper presents such a result.
In the text, the letter p ranges over the primes while m and n range over the positive integers.
p\\n means p\n but p* \ n. K, K lt K 2 , • • • are positive absolute constants. 0i 0i > ^2 >' ' ' a r e numbers with modulus ^ 1 which depend on s, cu or x, where s = eo+1, 0 < < w < 1 and x > 1.
(1) li x == f (I/log 0 * . for every c > 0. Such a function is characterized as asymptotically proportional to a function of the form [2] A theorem in asymptotic number theory 197
where d is bounded and measurable and lim<5(a;) = 0.
For a slowly varying function L we define
where K is a suitable positive constant.
With the aid of l'Hospital's rule we have
as x -> oo, and for K > 0 
) is slowly varying. Log x is slowly varying and so is exp log" a; if -1 < a < 1.
The theorems
Consider the hypotheses 
The Lemmas
Lemma 1 is our improvement of Delange's main lemma. LEMMA 1. / / a(n) is bounded and multiplicative then as x -> oo
is defined in (1.3).
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Using both hypotheses we have use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700026768 [4] A theorem in asymptotic number theory 199
*{m)& a {x{m) = 21 *(»lP)*(j>) ^g p
Substituting in (2) we have Hypothesis (H3a) gives
Substitute # < = J| log" 1 udu and invert the order of integration and apply (1.9) with K = 1 to the error term to yield
(6) combined with (5) and (H3a) yields lemma 2(a). Under hypothesis (H3b)
Combine (7), (5) use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700026768
[6]
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We remark that p is a complex number and due to the prime number theorem since | <x(w)| ^ 1 we have |p| ^ 1. Since p^l then 01 p < 1. In a O-term involving a complex valued function we always take the absolute value. Thus /(«) = 0{m-") means |/(<w)| ^K 2 use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700026768
Let B(x) =n(x)-®(x). Then (H3a) implies
Now substituting e* for t
By integrating e~u z \z over the contour made up of the real interval [I, R], the quarter circle |z| = R from R to t\R, the straight segment from iR to i and the quarter circle \z\ = 1 from i to 1 and letting R -H>-oo we find that (19) j™t-1 eat dt = -log w+0(l) for 0 < w < 1.
Thus by (17), (18) and (19) for 0 < w < 1
We remark that we can also derive 2(l- The following lemma 6 was proved by G. Freud [2] using polynomial approximations. It is a Tauberian theorem with error term. 
j*f(t)dr(t)=x+O{xllogx).
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700026768 since |«(«)/»| ^ l/» < I/log « ^ (log ») a ". We can now apply lemma 3(b) with and we have conclusion C2.
Proof of theorem 1
Let a x (») and a 2 (w) denote the real and imaginary parts of a(w). Given /(= 1 or 2) let f(t) = 1, x{t) = 2»<^( 1 + a /( n ))/ w -T h e n f o r 0 < w < 1 (i) where 0 < e < l-0lp, due to lemma 4, since
Lemma 6 is applicable with K = @p+e < 1. We have 2 (l+a,(*))/» = f"it(O = a;+0(a;/loga;).
sfif" Jo »<» l/n = Iogy+O(l) and so (2) As before we can drop the subscript ; and include the term with n = y if it exists. Thus we can apply lemma 3 (a) with L t (x) = log a;/loglog x by (2) By partial summation, we easily find 2n£it a ( w ) m terms of this last sum and we have The term in (4) with / = 0 is equal to l/q times the left hand side of (1 Delange's original theorem [ 1] is now a special case of this improved theorem.
